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ETEM Gestamp Extrusions : Current landscape and Innovation journey

• ETEM Gestamp Extrusions runs several aluminum production lines producing 
architectural, automotive and industrial profiles. The lines have a high throughput, quality
and availability requirements.

• Improvement areas:

Production speed Scrap Energy Costs Data driven 
Insights

Reporting

• SAP solutions support our digital transformation

Realtime Connectivity Single Data 
Warehouse

Analytics and Predictive 
Capabilities

Data analysis and 
reporting tools

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
ETEM runs several aluminum production lines producing architectural, automotive and industrial profiles. The lines have a high throughput, quality and availability requirements. ETEM is looking at ways to improve high quality risk areas and optimize production by understanding and fine-tuning the following interdependent costs:Increase production speedMinimize ScrapReduce energy costsImprove insights extraction and reportingSAP offered to assist ETEM is entering its digital transformation journey by embracing the SAP HANA platform solution that enables:Realtime connectivity to various data sourcesSingle point of truth for data collection, processing and modelingAdvanced predictive analytics on collected dataUser friendly tools for Data Investigation, analytics and reportingETEM was skeptical initially regarding the stated capabilities of the SAP end to end solution. Other vendors had approached ETEM in the past presenting solutions which were able to tackle some, but not all of these challenges. Hence, ETEM asked SAP to run a PoC to prove its competence excellence.



• Recipe Recommendation: 
Identify efficient operational settings for new profiles

Improve Extrusion Efficiency through Data Driven Recommendations 

• Productivity Rate: 
Develop measure to assess operational setup efficiency

• Recipe Best Run Detection: 
Identify best (in terms of productivity) recipes for known profiles

• Easy reporting, analytics and predictive capabilities: 
• Assess the effect on productivity when operational 

settings are adjusted (e.g. to the manufacturer limits)

• Get insights in the form of a meaningful report

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The scope of the PoC was limited to ways on improving the extrusion efficiency and hence optimizing the production speed via data driven recommendations based on the collected historical data.Towards that direction, 4 Focal areas were chosen:Together with the ETEM SMEs, establish a single measure (productivity rate) that can efficiently summarize key KPIs that characterize the extrusion efficiency. These include the average billet length, the extrusion time and scrap rate and may vary depending on the utilized press�Establish a real-time flow that would run on top of all available historical data in order to identify the optimal operational setup (in terms of Puller speed, Billet temperature, Exit temperature, Peak (max) stem pressure and Puller force) that optimize production (i.e. render the highest productivity rate) for know profiles.Develop a mechanism that would leverage the current historical data in order to recommend efficient operational settings for new profiles that have never been produced before.�Provide a meaningful dashboard that would highlight key insights on top of the unified data sources and would enable the operators assess the effect on productivity when operational settings are adjusted (e.g. to the manufacturer limits)



Data and Data Sources

Data Unification (single point of truth):
Establishing a unified view across different data sources and use advanced 
analytics tools & methodologies for insights extraction

Billet Heating Furnace
Extrusion Press

with Die Saw Saw
Aging Oven

Stretcher

Scrap rate
(Gross – (Total – Tare))

Billet data Extrusion data Saw data

Explanatory Variables

• >1.5 year data were migrated and time-aligned into HANA
• New features were engineered (scrap rate, productivity rate etc)  

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The first goal was to bring all data together into a single point of truth. For that reason, all available historical data from the billet, extrusion and saw areas of the production line were collected and imported into HANA. These were:Enriched with additional dimensional (fact) data such as information regarding the Dies (e.g. vendor, purchase date, etc), the profile characteristics (e.g. perimeter, weight, material etc), existing recipes, quality inspection data and othersAdditional computations were performed on top of the collected data, such as computing the scrap rate (by combining data from the 3 production areas) as well as engineering new features (e.g. days of usage of each die, tare weight etc).In total the data of >1.5 year of continuous operation were migrated and aligned into HANA 



Production line settings efficiency

Productivity Rate “on-the-fly” computation:
Combine various production performance metrics to quantify in real-time the 
effectiveness of production line settings

Performance indicators summarized within productivity rate:

Average Billet Length Press Used Billet Extrusion time Scrap Rate

** Abnormal scrap rates and outlying values are discarded from the data. 
Only extrusions with >10  billets per extrusion and scrap rate between [10 -30%] were preserved

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Several KPIs needed to be accounted for simultaneously in order to identify which operational settings (recipe) have historically resulted in improved operational efficiency in the past, when producing known aluminum profiles. These included accounting for:Which press was used at the time (different die settings and production capacity)The length of the billet that was inserted in the early production stagesThe overall time required for the extrusion to be completed andThe scrap rateAdditionally, further processing was required to eliminate outlying scenarios (e.g. cases where scrap rate was unrealistically high or low, usually resulting due to “incomplete runs” or extrusions with a limited – non production-scenario representative number of billets).A strict requirement was that all this pipeline (data modeling and additional computations) was expected to be running in real-time on top of all the historically collected data and across all the different data sources we showed on the previous slide. ETEM was pleasantly surprised to see that this was happening almost instanteously within the HANA engine, allowing for the service to be used in daily real-time manufacturing operations.



Optimizing for existing profiles

Recipe “Best-Run” Detection:
Analyze millions of records in real-time on top of the unified data across all 
data sources to retrieve the operational settings which have historically led to 
optimal production (as indicated per the computed productivity rate)

Recipe Parameters:

– Puller speed

– Billet temperature

– Exit temperature

– Peak (max) stem pressure

– Puller force

Profile Extrusion ID Puller Speed Billet Temperature Exit Temperature Peak Pressure Puller Force Scrap Rate Productivity Rate

29346 28911 23,5 452,467 569,267 255,033 33,333 11,78 1.978,53

29346 28916 21,7 474,55 563,25 252,275 36,425 22,6 1.548,24

29346 28929 21,833 466,833 570,205 254,115 39,538 16,38 1.771,34

29346 29705 21,81 466,025 568,506 252,177 30,063 13,81 1.732,03

29346 29720 19,333 471,444 567,667 249,333 29,333 18,85 1.515,15

29346 29722 20,111 460 568,667 257,667 28 14,75 1.622,35

29346 29731 18,862 470,138 570,345 255,586 30 20,66 1.396,9

29346 30667 24,067 459,067 576,467 253,6 30 27,94 1.624,13

29346 30693 20,838 458,231 578,846 255,658 33,068 11,75 1.708,48

29346 30695 22,667 468,333 573,778 243,222 32 18,35 1.748,88

29346 30700 19,633 455,067 573,233 256,133 32 14,3 1.597,7

29346 30990 19,5 472,5 568,125 245,5 40 18,61 1.477,34

29346 31001 22,017 456,068 572,288 255,814 38,356 13,14 1.814,49

29346 31993 20,48 459,32 558,48 259,6 35 21,01 1.874,82

29346 31995 20 463,667 566,667 257,333 37 17,11 1.573,52

29346 31999 19,364 455,114 556,273 258,545 35,045 21,82 1.397,59

29346 32005 18,894 458,043 554,064 257,426 29,596 12,34 1.536,97

29346 32028 20,694 465,245 564,49 259,245 36,429 20,25 1.524,41

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The task of the “Best-Run” Detection  service was: For any known profile (e.g. profile 29346 as depicted in this table) and given a set of historical operational settings (as characterized by the applied [Puller speed, Billet temperature, ,Exit temperature, Peak (max) stem pressure and Puller force], leverage the existing historical data and the productivity rate (see slides before) in order to identify what could be the recipe that would yield optimal production performance.For example, in this slide we see several “recipe” setups for profile 29346. These settings are sorted in decreasing order based on their “productivity rate”. Even by a quick look at this view it becomes obvious, that the settings in the 1st row corresponding to extrusion 28911 result in a significantly higher production efficiency compared to other settings appearing lower in the list. Apart from the direct value benefits that accrue by operating the line with these settings, other benefits include:Important reduction of requested sources to identify the best runDrastic mistakes reduction during updating recipes - reduction of Knock offs - quality defects during production



Recipe “Best-Run” Detection
PROFILE E-55755 MULTI 4

ALLOY 6060 BILLET PIECES 20

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is a snapshot of the live application that was build to consume the “Best-Run” Detection service on SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC).It allows us in real-time to filter historical extrusions based on the desired profile type, alloy, die, scrap rate and billet pieces and returns almost live the records that yield the optimal productivity rate sorted in decreasing order. From this example we can see that the best settings for producing profile E-55755 in the Breda press and 4-multi die, involves setting the puller speed as high as 19 (see top 2 records in the results) compared to the currently established settings which are near 15. The fact that there exist at least 2 successful historical extrusions with significantly higher productivity rate provides insights that establishing a “new recipe” based on this settings would result in a significant productivity boost and business profit.



Optimizing for new profiles

Recipe Recommendation:
A new order is received to produce a profile which was never produced before.

• What settings could yield near-optimal production performance?

• How to avoid trial-and-error? Reduce scrap?

New customer Data need to be analyzed to 
identify efficient production 

settings

Time, cost and quality need 
to be factored in

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In this case a different challenge had to be addressed: Imagine a new customer asking ETEM to produce a new profile that we have never produced before (hence the “Best-Run” detection service we saw before cannot be used in this case). Now we need to :Speak with the operators and consult the experts to get some starting recipesSome trial and error may be involved Historical data need to be manually examined to retrieve profiles that bear a significant resemblance to the architectural characteristics of the new profileOperational efficiency, costs and timely delivery of the requested order in top-tier quality need to be factored in the whole processThis process, when performed manually is time consuming and costly.SAP proposed a data-driven alternative that could leverage the knowledge hidden in the currently available historical data in order to provide with such “recipe recommendations” within seconds and surprising accuracy.Let’s see how this approach works.



Optimizing for new profiles

How it works:
Employ "HANA PAL functions" (kNN lazy learnier) to compute similarity of a new profile to 
all existing ones in terms of known profile characteristics. Suggest the best performing 
recipes corresponding to the closest resembling profiles for which data are available

Explanatory Variables (profile specs)
Min 

Thickness
Total 

perimeter
Extrusion 

Ratio
Weight/ 
meter ….

1.54 154.8 50 1.3

1.58 145..8 52 1.3

1.55 1300 55 1.4

1.56 145.6 58 1.4

1.55 146.0 51 1.3

1.50 165.4 60 1.5

… … … …

Target

Recipe 
ID

5

3

2

12

8

5

…

1.50 145.9 51 2437 ….. ?

ID Extr. 
Temp

Extrusion
Time

Base 
Pressure ….

5 494 159 159

3 490 159 160

2 499 167 118

12 490 170 111

8 490 159 160

5 447 160 167

….. … … … …

Recipe

1000 490 159 160

 Leverage information from architectural characteristics of existing profiles
 Identify then closest profiles for which recipes are available to infer new recipe

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
In this case we use predictive algorithms from the HANA PAL library. These algorithms “live” within HANA and can be used without any “data movement”.For the “Recipe Recommendation Scenario” we use the k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (kNN for Short). This algorithm computes the “distance” (dissimilarity) among records of data and can identify the k closest resembling records to the one at question.In particular for our case let ‘s review how it works via a small example: Imagine that we have the profile characteristics (thickness, perimeter, extrusion ratio, weight etc) for all the profiles we have manufactured so far (table on the left). What we can do, is run the “Best-Run” detection service for each of these know profiles and identify the optimal operational settings for each of these historical profiles (table on the right).Now imagine that a new order comes in for a profile we have never produced in the past. We can use the kNN algorithm to contrast the architectural characteristics of the new profile to those we have produced in the past and retrieve the top-k closest matching one (i.e. k most similar). For our example these would be the ones surrounded by the red box. We can now retrieve the optimal recipes corresponding to the matched profiles and summarize them, resulting thus in a nearly optimal “data-driven” recipe for the new profile we are asked to produce.This idea, in spite of its simplicity, has yielded surprisingly accurate results and is of great value to the ETEM business.



Recipe Recommendation
TYPE Industrial PRESS Breda ALLOY 6060 WEIGHT_PER_METER 498 TOTAL_PERIMETER 189 kNN 10

MULTI 2 PORTHOLE FLAT R_COEFF 67 MIN_THICK 2 CIRCUM_DIAM 67

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is a real snapshot of the “Recipe Recommendation” service that was again built on SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC). As depicted on the top of this slide, in this case we have been requested to produce a new industrial flat profile,  using a 2-multi die and the Breda press and using alloy 6060, having perimeter 189, weight 498, thickness 2 and diameter 67. This was a setting for which we did not have historical data of production.These settings can be set as input to the SAC application that was built. As soon as this is received as input, the kNN algorithm is executed on the back scene and the closest matched profiles as well as their “best-run” settings are returned.At the bottom of these slides we get the results. It shows the top-10 matched profiles. For example we see that profile 34714 best matches the architectural characteristics of the new profile and its “best-run” recipe could be a good candidate to start the production of the new profile.



Advanced Analytics and Operational Simulation

Advanced Analytics for the Citizen Data Scientist:
Employ SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) smart discovery to obtain meaningful reports on top 
of the collected data.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
ETEM is currently exploring options to extend its analytical and reporting capabilities. Having discussed this need with the SAP team and having already seen the user-friendly capabilities supported in SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) for the previously demonstrated services (Best run detection and Recipe Recommendation for new profiles) we asked to explore additional functionalities of this tool.SAC, features the “Smart Predict” capability that enables the citizen data scientist and business analyst create value-generating dashboards and reports on top of the existing data, only within a few clicks and without any code being required. In this slide, a snapshot of the business relevant results that are automatically generated for the historical data we have provided to SAP during the PoC is shown. Important KPIs (such as variation of productivity rate per press and overtime, data summaries – e.g. num of records, avg/min/max of productivity rate per press or alloy) are shown and updated in real-time in the form of charts, time series plots, bar-charts, table views and heatmaps. And all of these were generated only with a simple button click on the “Smart Discovery” feature.Additionally, SAC enables the user to extend the data modeling and/ or create any time of visualizations or even exec-level dashboards with minimal effort via a user friendly UI and within a matter of a few clicks.Now ETEM is considering extending the utilization of this tool to other business areas. In particular it is being internally discussed to migrate even more data sources (e.g. financial data, customer data, maintenance plans and orders etc) into HANA and in combination with SAP Analytics Cloud provide a holistic solution to its current reporting, dashboarding and data summarization needs.



Advanced Analytics and Operational Simulation

Operational Simulation:
Employ SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) smart discovery to quantify contribution of each 
operational setting to productivity rate. Use what-if analysis to compute impact of new 
settings to productivity

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Another important feature for ETEM is the ability also to create predictive models on top of the historical data. Again within SAC this is doable only within a click on the “Smart Discovery” Feature. In this slide we see the story that has been created when this was executed on top of the extrusion data contrasted against the productivity rate. It automatically creates a “what-if” simulation tool that could help the operators assess the “real productivity limits” per product based on the objective machine limits (e.g. max pumps pressure). Via this tool ETEM will be able to overpass the subjective approach in management level about the real process limits, and define the real Capacity Plant's limits resulting in rational and sustainable plant performance improvement. This tool could be turned into a strategic top management decisions-support tool for ETEM with significant value benefits.



The digital transformation yields tangible business benefits

 Best Run Detection Service:

 more than 
€150,000/year 

• Significant reduction in requested resources to identify the best run
• Management tool supports rational continuous improvement
• Reduction in severe mistakes while updating recipes
• Reduction in “Knock-Offs” and quality defects during production

 Recipe recommendation for new incoming profiles:

 more than
€120,000/year

• Direct successful incorporation of new products based on best recipes of 
existing profiles

• Important cost and "loss'' productivity reduction for all new incoming products

invaluable

• Non negotiable annual improvement plans
• Drastic acceleration of plant's productivity improvement
• Increase in reliability of annual production budgets
• Improvement in logical decisions for updating recipe rate & design by product

 Operational Simulation

 Advanced Analytics and Reporting
• Considering replacing all existing solutions for analytics, BI and reporting to SAP Analytics Cloud 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The direct business value of such an investment from ETEM to the SAP tools has been estimated to “pay” for its investment even by materializing only the services that we reviewed in the previous slides.  Even with modest preliminary calculations that direct benefits could exceed the 300K per year even focusing only on the “Best run detection” and Recipe Recommendation services. Additional immense value will accrue by extending the analytics and reporting capabilities across all business areas of ETEM.



ACCESS STORAGE PREPARATION VISUALIZATION PROCESS OPERATEANALYSIS

Analytics and Reporting as an End to End Process

14

IT
Exploration

(flexibility)

IT BUSINESS

VALUEDATA 
SCIENTIST 

DATA 
SCIENTIST 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Albeit many standalone solutions exist, ETEM is interested in solving all its current challenges in a “single shot”. This is not only restricted to the “analytics” or only the “predictive” side of things but extends to include all aspects of the business process which involve:Getting the data in real time from the various existing data sources (e.g. existing SAP systems, other databases, flat files etc) without replicating them (one copy of the data)Storing them and enabling the easy and fast processing of the collected data. We saw for example that within HANA, the alignment of the various data sources and the creation of additional metrics (such as the productive rate) on top of them was almost instantaneousRunning advanced algorithms and analytics on top of the data. Again within HANA this happens without needing any data movement and via the various processing engines that “live” within HANA ETEM can now run any kind of sophisticated predictive and statistical computations on top of the data. For example, within this PoC we leveraged predictive algorithms from the PAL library to enable the Recipe Recommendation and Operational Simulation servicesVisualizing and disseminating the results to be translated in true business value. SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) was used in this PoC to enable the meaningful dissemination of the analytical and predictive models running within HANA. The screenshots we have seen in the previous slides are actual snapshots from the SAC tool that was used to consume the results of the described services.And of course all these should  be happening in order to be able to solve not only one, but in fact ALL challenges ETEM is facing in order improve its operational efficiency and yield tangible business outcomes.



Summary
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Jim Barksdale, 
former CEO of Netscape 

Communications 
Corporation

ETEM Gestamp Extrusions can optimize 
existing recipes for known profiles and 
generate effective recipes for new profiles

Artificial Intelligence
can improve business processes

ETEM Gestamp Extrusions identified that there 
is scope to replace existing analytics and 
reporting tools with SAP Analytics Cloud

ETEM Gestamp Extrusions determined that it is 
possible to simulate and improve productivity 
rates for new operational settings

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
The results of a co-innovation project executed with SAP on top of the HANA platform and the SAP Analytics Cloud tool was presented. The main driver behind it was that ETEM wants to makes strides towards its digital transformation enabling powerful AI capabilities in its day-to-day operations. All modern businesses benefit from such capabilities, hence it is not a matter of “IF” ETEM will go there only about with whom as a technology enabler who can help it get there faster.SAP has proven its capability to differentiate to other solutions by providing an end to end platform (instead of siloed solutions) that can help ETEM actualize effective, easy to use solutions for all currently identified challenges. As proof, the presented PoC was executed, only with 6 weeks of time and with a team of 6 people overall (from ETEM and SAP side) working together. The speed and effectiveness of the PoC has filled ETEM with confidence that SAP can help it pave the road to its digital transformation faster and more efficiently.The power of SAP predictive, analytics and reporting platform combined with the expertise of the SMEs in ETEM will help it generate meaningful and value generating tangible outcomes.
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Thank you!
Angelos Charalambous, IT Director 
Savvas Bogatinis, Extrusion Manager
ETEM Gestamp Extrusions 
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